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ABSTRACT

Abstract containing less than 150 words and title
“ABSTRACT” should be put here.

1. LANGUAGE AND UNITS

All contributions must be written in English and SI

unit system must be used in all texts, tables and figures.

2. SIZE OF TYPED AREA

A4-size paper (210 × 297mm) should be used. Top
and bottom margins are 30mm and 20mm, respectively.
Left and right margins are 15mm. Therefore the typing
area of all pages is 180× 247mm.

3. LENGTH

Total length of paper should be maximum 6 pages.

4. FONTS

Basically, font used in paper is serif font. For exam-
ple, “Times Roman”, “Computer Modern Roman”, and
so on (see Fig. 1).

In figures, sans serif
1 fonts or typewriter-text2

fonts can be used.
“Symbol” font can be used to type math operators

(×, ∇ and so on) or Greek alphabet (α, β and so on).

5. PAPER STYLE

5.1 Title, authors’ names and their affil-

iations

Paper title, authors’ names and their affiliations
should be stated in this order. The title should be typed
in 14pt serif bold font and all capital letters. Authors’
names and their affiliations should be typed in 12pt and
9pt serif font, respectively. These components should be
located in the center of the paper.

1“Helvetica”, “Computer Modern Sans Serif”, etc.
2“Courier”, “Computer Modern Typewriter Text”, etc.

5.2 Header

In every page, the header of 2 lines is needed.

• The first line: “Int. Conf. on Jets, Wakes and Sep-
arated Flows, ICJWSF-2005”

• The second line: “October 5-8, 2005, Toba-shi, Mie,
Japan”

The header should be typed in 9pt serif font, and should
be placed above the upper right corner of the typed
area. The spacing between the header and the typed
area should be 8mm.

5.3 Footer

The page number should be typed in 10pt serif font
at footer of every page. The spacing between the page
number and the typed area should be 7mm.

5.4 Main text

Main body of manuscript must be in two-column for-
mat with 12pt line space. The spacing between each
columns should be 8mm. Each paragraph should be s-
tarted with indent of 6mm. Italic of serif font can be
used to emphasize the keywords.

5.5 Headings

All headings should be typed with no indent, and
their format should be as followings.

5.5.1 First level heading First level heading should
be typed in 12pt serif bold font and all capital letter,
e.g. “1. FIRST LEVEL HEADING”.

5.5.2 Second level heading Second level heading
should be typed in 12pt serif bold font and capital for
first letter, e.g. “1.1 Second level heading”.

5.5.3 Third level heading Third level heading
should be typed in 10pt serif bold font and capital
for first letter, “1.1.1 Third level heading”.
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CM (Computer Modern) Roman

AGFQagfq1234

CM Italic

AGFQagfq1234

CM Bold

AGFQagfq1234

Times Roman

AGFQagfq1234
Times Italic

AGFQagfq1234
Times Bold

AGFQagfq1234

Century Schoolbook Roman

AGFQagfq1234
Century Schoolbook Italic

AGFQagfq1234
Century Schoolbook Bold

AGFQagfq1234
CM Math Italic

AGFQagfq

CM Math Italic

AΓΦΘαγφθ

Symbol Oblique

ΑΓΦΘαγφθ1234

Fig. 1 Examples of serif font

6. EQUATIONS

Equations should be typed in 10pt font and started
with 12mm indent. Each equation should be numbered
sequentially in parentheses at the end of the line as fol-
lowing:

DV

Dt
= −

1

ρ
∇p + ν∇2V + g (1)

7. FIGURES AND TABLES

7.1 Figures

Figure captions should be typed in 10pt serif font
below the figure body and include figure number as “Fig.
1” and a brief title.

7.2 Tables

Table captions should be typed in 10pt serif font
above the table body and include table number as “Table
1” and a brief title.

8. REFERENCES

References list and title “REFERENCES” should
be types at the end of paper. References should be listed
in the order of appearance as followings:

REFERENCES

[1] Shakouchi, T., Tsujimoto, K., Sugimoto, H., Ando,
T., and Tanabe, T., Flow and Heat Transfer of Im-
pinging Jet with Low Nozzle-Plate Spacing and Their
Control (Effects of Nozzle Wall Thickness and Geom-
etry), Trans. of the JSME, 69-686 B, pp. 2305-2312
(2003).

Draft paper should be sent to the organization by
Web,

http://www.ees.mach.mie-u.ac.jp/ICJWSF/

lib/file_upload2.cgi

PDF and PostScript are acceptable file formats. The
uploaded file size has to be less than 2MB (2048kB). To
reduce the size, compression archivers and compressors
like LHa, Zip, gzip and bzip2 can be used.

Special notice to Asian authors

East Asian font (Simsun, MingLiU, MS-
Mincho, Gulim, etc.) MUST NOT be used
even in figures and tables.

Please check used fonts in your manuscript
before submission.

If any character (Roman and Greek alpha-
bet, number, math operator, etc.) is typed in
East Asian font, you must re-type them in the
other font (e.g. “Times Roman”, “Symbol”,
etc.).
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